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necticut," by Prof. J. Dyneley Prince and Frank G. Speck, 
was read. 

The Amendments to the Laws recommended by the Officers 

and Council, and duly proposed at the meeting of May 1, 
were adopted. 

DYING AMERICAN SPEECH-ECHOES FROM 
CONNECTICUT. 

BY J. DYNELEY PRINCE, PH.D., AND FRANK G. SPECK. 

(Read November 6, 1903.) 

It was my good fortune last summer to light upon a small and 
little-known reservation on the west bank of the Housatonic river, 
about two miles south of Kent, Litchfield County, Conn., occupied 
by sixteen Skaghticoke Indians. There are, however, about one 
hundred and twenty-five individuals not on the Reserve who claim 
tribal rights and relationship with this clan. The present Indians 
on the Reservation are mixed with a very appreciable percentage of 

negro and white blood and, according to their own account, came 

originally from various Connecticut tribes. The clan is said to 
have been founded in 1728 by one Gideon Mawehu (the modern 

family name Mawee, evidently a corruption of English Mayhew) 
who was either a Pequot or a Wampanoag. The ranks of the 

Skaghticoke settlement were swelled by refugees and stragglers 
from other tribes, until in 1731 they reckoned one hundred and 

fifty warriors. DeForest mentions among these foreign elements 
Potatucks from Newtown and Woodbury, Paugussets from the 

upper Housatonic territory, Salisbury and Sharon Indians origi- 
nally from Windsor, besides Pequots, Narragansetts and Wam- 

panoags. This mixture of race is evidenced in the various loan- 
words of New England origin pointed out below by Professor 
Prince. 

From one man, James Harris, who claims to be a full-blood and 
whose skin certainly shows the dark red hue characteristic of the 
eastern Algic races, I was able to obtain in the old language 
twenty-three words and three connected sentences which Professor 
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Prince has analyzed below. Harris has only a vague and dis- 
connected idea of the language. What little he knows he learned 
in early youth from his grandmother, one of the Mawee family, 
who, according to his statement, had a connected speaking know- 
ledge of the ancient idiom. The present Skaghticokes are Indians 
more by tradition than fact, and with the single exception of Harris 
have little of interest to impart to Americanists. 

The name Skaghticoke was originally pronounced p'ska'/ikuk, 
i. e., "at the forked river,' from the same stem as Abenaki 
p'skaot'kwen "branch "+the ending -tukw, which always means 
" river " in composition. The river-names Piscataquis (Maine) and 
Piscataqua (New Hampshire) are undoubtedly corruptions of the 
same word and have an identical meaning (see Prince, American 
Folklore Journal, I900, pp. 125 ff.). 

FRANK G. SPECK. 

Thanks to the efforts of Mr. Speck, who is a student in my 
department in Columbia University, a modern form of the ancient 
Pequot-Mohegan dialect has been discovered in its last throes (see 
Prince and Speck, American Anthropologist, V, pp. 193-212). 
Mr. Speck has now found the still more scanty remains of another 
Connecticut language, that of the Skaghticokes, which, as will appear 
from the following exposition, is probably the last surviving remnant 
of the Delaware-Mohican idiom formerly used at Stockbridge, 
Mass., which was expounded by J. Edwards, Jr., and J. Sergeant 
(see Pilling, Bibliography of the Algonquian Languages, s. v. these 
authors). This Skaghticdke language is distinctly not a New Eng- 
land product, but came from the Hudson river region with that 
branch of the Lenni Lenape called Mohicans who settled at quite 
an early date on the site of Stockbridge, Mass. This Mohican 
idiom is only indirectly connected with the Moheganl-Pequot lan- 
guage just mentioned, found by Speck at Mohegan, near Norwich, 
Conn. Perhaps the longest specimen of the Stockbridge Mohican 
tongue has been preserved in J. Quinney's Assembly Catechism, 
printed at Stockbridge in 1795. For the modern dialect of the 
Delaware Lenape, see Prince, American fournal of Philology, XXI, 
pp. 295-302. 

1 Ncte that Mohican and Mohegan, although both forms of the same word, 
are now used purely arbitrarily, the first to indicate the Hudson River Lenapian 
Mohican clan, and the second to denote the Pequot mixed race at Mohegan, near 
Norwich, Conn. 
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The name Mohican=--I^hgingi k means " those dwelling on the 
tide-water" from Del. makhaak "great" and hican "tide" (so 
Zeisberger) and plainly shows the geographical origin of the tribe, 
How this name came t- be applied to the Pequot-speaking 
Mohegans of Mohegan, Conn., has been explained at length by us 
(Anthropologist, V, pp. 194- f.). The Skaghticokes apparently do 
not know the name Mohican as applied to themselves. 

It is curious and characteristic of human nature that a number of 
obscene words and phrases have survived with some accuracy in the 
mouth of Harris, Mr. Speck's informant. Such words would 
naturally live longer than others in the speech of the uncultivated, 
no doubt owing to their desire to speak of such subjects with 
secrecy. 

It is quite plain that Harris has only a very imperfect knowledge 
of his grandmother's language, as he does not know the exact mean- 
ing of two out of the three sentences which he gave to Mr. Speck. 
His three connected sentences are as follows:--(i) Wichbwdn tidd- 
szki sakdgtlinon "hurry up to the hotel and get a drink." This 
seems to me to mean "come along, my friends, and we will have a 
drink." See Glossary, s. v. kdgittznn, tpdsuk and wzchowan. (2) 
Gkw/ did nWpzmids "go sleep in the barn." This should be 
translated "you sleep there for the night." See Glossary, s. v. 
gukwie and n'p mds. (3) NVnu'pd manuk lift up your clothes," 
said with obscene intention to a woman. This translation is 
correct, as will appear s. v. nunu'pa and mdanuk. Finally, in this 
connection, it should be noted that Harris gives the incorrect forms 
mdmitzikku for rndnilukkd "devil "; ftiskdhikian for miskdhizkan 
"cider," n'pzmidds for n'puwis "at night" and idpasuk for 
nitdpesuk "my frierds" (see Glossary, s. v. these words). 

The following words of the vocabulary are all Delaware Mohican: 
I III f9 I I 

gZtkwt "thou sleepest"; kwbn "yes"; mamnnitkkt for mdnitzkki 
';devil"; niskd/hkian for miskaikdiikn "cider"; n'pumirnds for 
n'pawids "at night "; sdmut " tripe "; skfk in sk/'kddrLt "snake "; 
ftpasdk for ni/dpiesk " my friends"; t2lipdas " tortoise "; wich/owdn 
"come along." On the other hand, the following are probably 
New England loanwords from native Connecticut dialects akin to 
the Natick :-chdkus "negro'-'; kdntzkwok, pl. of kinkdi "private 
parts"; mdnzk "coat," "petticoat"; rifig " crushed corn"; 
skwd" woman."; sukkut/s "succotash "; tijp "devil"; and wdnux 
"white man." These loanwords are, of course, not surprising in 
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a language spoken in such an environment. The words kwon 
(--Del. gohan, but Natick od; Peq. nux=yes, so Stiles2 in his 
vocabulary) and s^i/i "anus "=Del. saputfi, would alone be 
sufficient proof of the Lenapian character of the Skaghticoke idiom. 

The Skaghticoke actually preserves the r-sound, so rare in 
modern Algic, in the words rutig "crushed corn" and ski2karis' 
"snake." This is, so far as I am aware, the only modern instance 
of r in Algic, except in one dialect of the northern Cree. The r 
undoubtedly existed in Lenape at the time of the Old Swedish 
occupation of New Jersey and Pennsylvania (see Brinton, The 
Lendpe and their Legends, p. 96 and, below, s. v. rfigt). As was 
the case among the Abenakis, this r changed to /at a very early 
date. In Rasles' dictionary of the ancient Abenaki, it is the regu- 
lar rule to find r for modern /, but no living Abenaki pronounces r 
in the modern language. A most interesting parallel case is found 
in the Iroquois idiom spoken at the St. Regis Falls Reservation, 
where the Indians, instead of the r so common in Iroquois speech, 
now pronounce a thick medial consonant between r and 1. Only 
the old people retain the primitive r-sound. My Iroquois informant 
tells me that a pure I will probably be pronounced by the next 
generation. 

I must regard it as most fortunate for students of Algic philology 
that Mr. Speck has been able to collect these scanty and incorrectly 
preserved relics of a lost Algonquian language. 

GLOSSARY OF SKAGHTICOKE WORDS. 

Ch;ak1s "negro" is undoubtedly cognitive with Stiles's Pequot 
auchugyeze "blackbird" which must stand for chokesu; cf. RW.8 
suckesu 'he is black" from sucki "black." The Del. sukach- 
qualles "negro" is evidently a more distant cognate. I believe 
that chakus was a New England loanword among these Skaghticoke 
Indians. The Aben. mkazawigit "negro" is perhaps cognitive 
with Natick mtii, the regular word for " black" in that language.4 

2 President Stiles was the author of a Pequot vocabulary, the MS. of which is 
now in Yale University Library. This glossary is extensively quoted in J. 
Trumbull's' Na/ick Dictionary, Washington, 903. 

3 RW denotes Roger WVilliams in his Key into the Language of America. 
which is-a treatise'on the Narragansett idiom. 

4 In- indicating the pronunciation of the Skaghticoke words in this article, I 
have' used the Italian vowel values, except u=u in .' but," and '=a short inde- 
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Gz?kwl' did "1you sleep there," from k=z p.+kazei "sleep " 
(=Del. gauwvin, Aben. ka'wi); dhi =ta li "11there." Cf. Peq. 
dd2-l-dali, Aben. fall; dali after a vowel. 

Xeglinn"get a drink" (so Harris); I think the full form. is, 
k'si,-kdgoiunbn ",we (inc.) shall drink," see below s. v. wichowan. 
Kdgi! is the same stem seen in Peq. gtIwz h sduk Pic 
and SpecK, Arnthrop., V, P. 206), but it also occurs in DeL. ki kaki- 
wais "1thou art drunk. 

Kdndikw2ik "1private p arts," I a plural of kinkd'i (q. v.), is 
probably-a N. E. loanword from the same stem as Natick kinuk- 
kinum "he mixes, 'mingles."; cf. Nat. henugke "1amnong." In 
modern Peq. kdindki "Privates." 

Z2nnbah, given by Harris as "-anus," undoubtedly means either 
"membrum virile" or "tpudendumn femihar,," I. e. "1the mixer." 

It seems to be the singular of kdnAkivbk, q. v. 
Kwbn "yes " -is undoubtedly identical with Del. gohan "yes" 

(Brinton', Lendpe Didt., p. 45, 2). 

Afainitfikkii "devil " is a corruption of mcin!1fikki2 ",he is the 
.(evil) spirit." Note in Natick mattanitoog "1devils." I'n Del1. 
manito is 'the regul-ar word for "1spirit,.God "; cf. Aben. madaho'do' 
"devil "; Peq. mutwundo "1God." 

Mdnzuk is a-very interesting.survival of a. New England loanl- 
word, i. e., from Nat. monak "1an English coat, a petticoat "; cf. 
RW. maunek "a European garment " (see NVa/icke Diet., P. 266). 

NViskedhfkdn must stand for'rmiskihdki'dn "i~lc*r" whiich is a 
-derivative from Del. masgicizien " May appl'e" (Len.,Dict., P. 
'74'I 1 9). 

N'.pz?mids is translated by Harris "1barn," -but is clearly a 
form of Del. nibahwi, i. e.=n'p2wids "during thle nighit' ; cf. the 
Del. nibahwi and Aben. nibol'iwi" "in the niglht-time." 

A`nilpk'd "lift up " must. be 'a reduplicated form of Del. niz5ach ton 
"raise up." I thiink the -guttural breathing sh-ould have been on 

the thiird syllable, i. e., nzinzipd' 
tit2 "6 1cruhd " Peq. y~&;Nat. nuhkik, lit. "1some- 

terminate vowel similar to a short ~. The consonants have- the same values as in 
English, except L"sh and ' which is a soft riough br;eathing like 'the Arabic 
medial h. _'In the Abenaki the c3 is a nasal as in French on in mon. -The Natick 
and Narragansett words are quoted in the English system .which was followed by 
Eliot and Roger Williams, while the Delaware material is given in the German. 
notation, following the usage of B3rinton's Len5pe Dictionary. 
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thing softened," according to Eliot, " flour." This word appears 
as rucat in the old New Jersey Lenape trading idiom. Cf. Aben. 
nokh/igan " flour"; Del. loken, from the stem lokenummen "smash 
up, crush." Note that r, y and n interchange in the N. E. Algic 
dialects; cf. Nat. n2ut, Quiripi ruit and Peq. zyf (Stiles yewt) 

fire " (see s. v. sfkkaris). 
Sdmili "'tripe ' is evidently the same stem as Del. schamneu 

"greasy," Len. Diet., p. 126, 9. 
SkZ?kdris s"nake " is a curious formation. It must of course be 

from ski2k "snake "; Aben. skog; Nat. askiuk; RW. askug; Morton 
N. E. Canaan ascowke; Peq. skoogs (with diminutive -s); Del. 
ac,guk. The -ris ending is difficult. It probably stands for 
-ntis, . e. Skeikd.nis "a little snake," as distinct from "a ser- 
pent," with intercalated n. For interchange of n and r see s. v. 

Sp?ti, given by Harris as "buitocks," really means "anus." 
This is the same word as Del. saputti (Zeisberger), Len. Dict., 
p. 124, i6. 

Skwd "woman"; Nat. squaas; RW. squaw; Del. ochqueu, 
okkh'qeh; the original stem meant "prepuce." This is a well- 
known Eastern word, but appears only as an ending in Abenaki, 
as in kinjames-iskwa "queen," from kinjames "king" (==King 
James). 

Sz2 seems to me to be a particle in the possible combination 
k'sikdgItnbn "we (incl.) shall drink." It may have a cohortative 
force. 

Szikkiicis "succotash" is a well-known N. E. word. Cf. RW. 
m'sickquatash "something beaten up," from m'sukquttahhash 
"the things (inan. pl.) beaten to pieces." Sukqutiahham " he 
beats it to pieces." Sukkidds? is plainly a loanword in the Skaghti- 
coke dialect. 

Tdpdasik, given by Harris as " hotel," probably stands for 
nildptesk "my friends" (dim. -s). Cf. Aben. nidoba, Penobscot 
niddbe, Pass. nifdp "my friend."' 

.ipi "devil" is probably a Pequot loanword from Peq. dibi 
"devil," cf, Prince and Speck, Anthrop., V, 203. The Del. word 
for "spirit" is tschipey, cf. Aben. chibai. Tipi in Skaghticoke 
may, however, stand for Del. tschipi "strange," the same stem as 
isch:iey "spirit." 

ulipas "turtle" is evidently a diminutive (-s) from tildTd; 



cf. Del. tulpe, Aben. tolba "turtle "; Nat. tunuppasog "tortoises." 
Wdnux " white man," cognitive with Aben. awanoch, now used 

for " Canadian Frenchman "; Pas. wenoch " white man." Cf. Peq. 
Stiles waunuxuk " white men "; Nat. awaunagessuck, Natick Dit., 
p. 253, The word is a derivative from the indefinite pronoun seen 
in pel. atuwen, Aben. awan, Penobscot dweni, Munsee awaun, 
Pass. wen, "who, someone-' 

Wirhowdn "come along" and not "hurry up," as Harris 
gives it. Cf. Del. witscJewman, Aben. wijowi "come along with 
me,' etc. See s.v. lipdsikand kdgidntn. 

J. DYNELEY PRINCE. 

Stated Meeting, November 20, 1903. 

President SMITH in the Chair. 

The following papers were read: 
"The Testimony of the Huacos (Mummy-grave) Potteries 

of Old Peru," by Albert S. Ashmead. (See page 378.) 
"On a Geological Tour to Labrador," by Prof. Amos P. 

Brown. 

Stated Meeting, December 4, 1903. 

President SMITH in the Chair. 

The decease. of the following members was announced: 
Dr. Charles Schaffer, at Philadelphia, on November 23, 

aet. 66 years. 
Prof. Alphonse FranCois Renard, at Brussels, on July 9, 

ast. 61 years. 
Mr. Henry Carey Baird made some remarks on "The 

Alaska Frontier." 
Prof. Percival Lowell read a paper on "The Cartouches of 

Mars," which was discussed by Prof. Haupt, Prof. Conklin, 
Mr. Goddwin, Prof. Doolittle, Prof. Ernest W. Brown and 
Prof. Heilprin. 
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